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This is the updated 2nd Edition with my new creations added. I revised this book to reward my
long time readers and supporters worldwide. The old version was created in 2012, it has been
ten years since then, and there have been some changes based on the practical teaching
experience. Plus, this new version included my new research works on Seated (wheelchair) Tai
Chi Bang Therapy, a special design for Clever Care Health Plan, and Tai Chi Bang for Self-
massage. This is a much clearer and enriched new version. I have informed the BN Publishing
and they have agreed to remove the old version from the market immediately.Tai chi bang
combines meditative self-healing and self-defense fundamental practice, and is based on
characteristic tai chi postures. Tai chi bang provides an object to focus on between the palms,
bonding the two hands as they move together, making it easy and fun for beginners to feel qi
(l#), the vital energy. Some people who find it difficult to quiet their minds find this practice
especially effective in gathering attention. Holding the stick with both palms helps them
concentrate and be in the moment. The movement of the stick imitates the movement of the qi
inside the body. It relieves stress, gathers in fresh energy, rejuvenates the body and spirit,
brings inner calm, and promotes qi and blood circulation. This form was created during my
doctoral research in Shanghai Sport University. I combined my hometown countryside
meditation practice, from the nearby taoist Penglai Temple, with Chen style tai chi silk reeling,
and local martial arts.Seated (wheelchair) Tai Chi Bang Therapy is designed for people with
physical difficulty standing, or recovery from medical treatment. You can still practice to prevent
carpal tunnel syndrome or hand arthritis. The stick provides you with a focal point to help with
hand-eye coordination. The twisting moves can stimulate energy circulation in your fingers and
wrists, prevent frozen shoulders, and improve the elasticity of the tendons around your elbows.
It stretches and tones your muscles, improves the flexibility and strength of your spine, and
prevents lower back pain. The practice is adapted from the tai chi joint locking techniques of
qin-na, a traditional secret training approach for developing spiral inner energy. Tai Chi Bang for
Self-Massage introduces to you an easy practice for body conditioning and energy
enhancement. It improves meridian channel circulation by massaging major energy points and
inner organs, also loosening muscles, tendons, and joints. It is simple yet effective in relaxation
and disease prevention. No need to identify exact locations of energy points--just use the bang
to massage the area.
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Ph.D.Professor of Cell Biology, Biomedical Engineering, and Integrative Medicine,Director of
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Irvine.National Advisory Council for Complementary and Alternative Medicine,U. S.
Department of Health and Human Services.In-House Disciple of Grandmaster Chen
Zhenglei,and 12th Generation Inheritor of Chen Style Tai Chi.Of a bookcase full of Tai Chi
related books and videos in my extensive collection, Tai Chi Bang: Eight-Immortal Flute is the
one I would recommend first to anyone interested in this increasingly more popular style of
mind-body-energy practice. A rich tapestry of information on health enhancement, martial arts
applications, and Chinese history and culture, this book and accompanying DVD are invaluable
to a broad spectrum of enthusiasts. The author, Master Jesse Tsao, is an internationally
recognized authority in Tai Chi, with decades of teaching experience and producer of many



instructional videos and manuals. In this book and the accompanying DVD, he provides
detailed instructions on how to perform different movements that make up a complete Bang
form or routine. A foremost master in Tai Chi, his demonstrations in the videos set an
impeccable standard for the readers to follow.For beginners, the Tai Chi Bang is an easy way to
get started in Tai Chi. The first part of this book describes the basic footwork and leverage
applications that form the basic foundation of all major styles and schools of Tai Chi. This is
followed by more advanced techniques for developing stability and forces. By starting the Bang
training with continuous repetitions of the basic movements, the student can more easily
commit them to mind and muscle memory. In addition, as shown by Professor Barry Jacobs at
Princeton University, repetitive movements can boost the activity of serotonin brain cells,
potentially improving mood and enhancing such functions as digestion, sleep, and other mental
activities. One of the more frequently asked questions from many of my beginning students is:
“What do I do with my other hand?” With the Bang, this question goes away because the
relationship between the two hands is fixed at just the proper spacing. In addition, the Bang
gives the beginning students a concrete focus for their mental concentration, an essential
component of all meditative mind-body practices.For more advanced Tai Chi students, the Tai
Chi Bang form provides a refreshing variation from the commonly practiced Tai Chi Chuan. It
reinforces and extends the principles and techniques of these empty-handed Tai Chi forms.
Unlike weapons such as the sword and the spear, the shorter Bang can be carried around
much more conveniently and without violation of ordinances prohibiting the transport and use
of dangerous weapons in public areas. On the other hand, the Bang is a very effective weapon
if one ever has to use it for self defense.Because the Tai Chi Bang form is based on the use of
the flute as a weapon, it evokes the image of the much idolized “warrior-scholar” seen in many
martial arts novels and movies. For instance, “Golden Flute Scholar” Yu Yutong in the classic
“Book and the Sword” by Jin Yong excels in literature, music, as well as martial arts. For those
interested in Chinese history and folklore, the author describes how Tai Chi Bang is linked to
General Qi Jiguang and the Eight-Immortals. Thus, practicing Tai Chi Bang can with
imagination transport the student from the martial arts arena to a fantasyland of a historical
hero and legendary figures.Finally, for those who are interested in a mind-body exercise that
could enhance health and healing, practicing the Tai Chi Bang has many advantages. Harvard
Medical School’s Harvard Health Letter said that “Tai Chi is often described as meditation in
motion, but it might as well be called medication in motion.” They based this statement on “a
growing body of carefully conducted research” showing that Tai Chi is not only effective in
improving muscle strength, flexibility, balance, and aerobic conditioning, it is also beneficial for
prevention or treatment of many ailments, including arthritis, low bone density, cancer, heart
disease, hypertension, Parkinson’s disease, sleep problems, and stroke. Practicing Tai chi with
the Bang may have an additional benefit. The idea that the Bang can enhance heart health by
stimulating the Lao Gong acupuncture point (Chinese for “workers palace,” No. 8 point on the
Pericardium Meridian) is supported by some scientific studies. Our laboratory has shown that
the area around this point at the center of the palm, compared to surrounding areas, has
higher blood flow (measured by laser Doppler flowmetry) and energy emitted as heat
(measured as infrared rays) and light (measured as biophotons); these measurements go up
following Tai Chi practice. These findings are consistent with the designation of Lao Gong as a
major center of “Qi” (Chinese for “vital energy”) in Traditional Chinese Medicine. Moreover,
research conducted by Professor John Longhurst’s group at our University has demonstrated
that electroacupuncture stimulation of Nei Guan (Chinese for “inside gate,” No. 6 point on the
Pericardium Meridian) on the forearm elevates production of endorphins and normalizes high



blood pressure.In conclusion, I find Tai Chi Bang: Eight-Immortal Flute very interesting reading
and viewing. I will certainly start putting its information to use in my own practice, teaching, and
research.AcknowledgmentsThis is the updated 2nd Edition with my new creations added. I
revised this book by myself to reward my long-time readers and supporters worldwide. The old
version was created in 2012, when I was so busy working on my doctoral degree in Shanghai
University of Sport. So, my friend Bill Coffey wrote the book draft based on my instructional
video. It has been ten years since then, and there have been some changes based on the
practical teaching experience. Plus, this new version included my new research works on
Seated (wheelchair) Tai Chi Stick Therapy, a special design for Clever Care Health Plan, and
Tai Chi Bang for Self-massage. This is a much clearer and enriched new version. I have
informed the BN Publishing and they have agreed to remove the old version from the market
immediately.I wish to express my deep sense of gratitude to my friend Bill Coffey, who not only
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posture illustration poses. It is a great honor to have Dr. Andrew Fitz-Gibbon apply his editorial
skills at the final stages of this revision. Dr Fitz-Gibbon is a SUNY Distinguished Service
Professor of Philosophy, and Philosophy Department Chair at the State University of New York,
Cortland. Dr. Fitz-Gibbon is himself an avid student and teacher of tai chi (13th generation
Chen lineage) who regularly practices and teaches Tai Chi Bang.Great appreciation to the
United Kingdom Open College Network (OCN) and Somerset Skills and Learning for honoring
my Tai Chi Bang teaching as an accredited course. OCN is an awarding body in the UK that
accredits courses. They provide validated courses through recognized training providers that
meet their robust quality assurance standards. Thanks to Gill Brydon, Vanessa Clark, and Ruth
Sindall for introducing me into the OCN system since 2008.Words are inadequate in offering
my thanks to my Shifu Grandmaster Chen Zhenglei, –skc–÷, N-VýuvNãSAY'kfg/T^�NKN�, the 19th generation
the 11th generation of Chen family tai chi successor, from whom I became a 12th generation of
Chen tai chi lineage holder to carry forward the teaching of traditional tai chi methods. Special
thanks to Professor Li Deyin gN_·Sp, S�N¬N-VýNºl�Y'[f who is an icon in Chinese national tai chi coach’s tr
whom I learned so much from 1978 to 1987 at Beijing Renmin University. It was a great honor
to have Professor Yu Dinghai †^[šmw as my Ph.D. advisor at Shanghai Sport University Professor Yu
is one of the few distinctive experts of nine-duan in both tai chi and qigong fields. My
appreciation also goes to Grandmaster Zhu Tiancai g1Y)bM, who encouraged me in the creation and
teaching of this Tai Chi Bang and provided the Chinese calligraphy for the title of this form.In
addition to those mentioned above, this book contains the combined knowledge I gathered
from many other experts and grandmasters, such as, Chen Xiaowang –s\�eú, Chen Yu –st\, Wu Bin T3eŒ,
Abraham Liu, Dan Lee, Zang Hongxian •çm*QH, Liu Jishun R‰zM˜�, Su Zifang †�•ê‚³, Chen Sitan –se¯Wf,
Xiangdong [Tyegq. Any deviations from their teachings are solely my own error.I also appreciate
Michael Smith of Florida for taking the outdoors pictures inserted in between the chapters.
Thanks to Dr. Xu Taiyong _•Y*RÇ, 405 S;–b–b•• for providing the cover photo of Penglai Temple-my hometo
where the legendary Eight Immortals story started a thousand years ago.An Introduction to Tai
Chi Bang: Eight-Immortal FluteTai chi bang combines meditative self-healing and self-defense
fundamental practice and is based on characteristic tai chi postures. Tai chi bang provides an
object to focus on between the palms, bonding the two hands as they move together, making it
easy and fun for beginners to feel qi (l#), the vital energy. Some people who find it difficult to
quiet their minds find this practice especially effective in gathering attention. Holding the stick



with both palms helps them concentrate and be in the moment. The movement of the stick
imitates the movement of the qi inside the body. It relieves stress, gathers in fresh energy,
rejuvenates the body and spirit, brings inner calm, and promotes qi and blood circulation.This
form was created during my doctoral research in Shanghai Sport University. I combined my
hometown countryside meditation practice, from the nearby Taoist Penglai Temple, with Chen
style tai chi silk reeling, and local martial arts. My hometown has over a thousand years of
history and is famous for the Eight Immortals story. In Chinese mythology the Eight Immortals
are believed to know the secrets of nature, and practice internal alchemy to achieve
enlightenment. Each of them has their own power tool to destroy evil and give life. They
represent separately the male, the female, the old, the young, the rich, the poor, the noble, and
the humble. The story encourages people to work hard on their practice, so anybody can
achieve longevity. There are many martial art forms and meditation practices named after the
immortals’ legendary stories, such as Eight-Immortal Sword, Eight-Immortal Cane, Eight-
Immortal Fist, Eight-Immortal Fan. The Immortal who plays the flute, Han Xiangzi (—énX[P), is a
philosopher, and is said to be the nephew of a Tang dynasty statesman. His power tool is a
flute with the ability to make flowers bloom instantaneously and soothe wild animals.The best
length of the stick is the distance from your elbow head to the tip of your middle finger, about
18-20 inches on average. It should be made of bamboo or solid wood for best results.There are
three sections in this training routine. Each section can be practiced individually depending on
your personal interest and body condition.Section I develops relaxation and concentration
through continuous repetition of circular movements together with deep and slow breathing.
Holding the stick lengthwise with the ends in the center of the palms to stimulate the Lao-gong
point on each hand (R³[«), the major energy point on the Pericardium meridian channel (xin-bao-
jing _ÃS�~Ï) on each side of the body. It will strengthen the heart and protect against heart disease.
This section is also an important foundation to develop tai chi’s footwork, the “Five-steps” (wu-
bu N”ke): step forward, step backward, attention/turn to left, attention/turn to right, and the central
equilibrium (jin-bu, tui-bu, zuo-gu, you-pan, zhong-ding •Ûke•�ke]æ˜~SóvüN-[š). The central balance position
just the physical center, but also a condition which is expected to be present in all steps. It is a
concept of the rooting stability which can only be achieved through having a correctly aligned
and thoroughly relaxed body.In tai chi practice, there are “Eight-energies” in the body (ba-fa QklÕ)
accompanying these “Five-steps”. Together, this is known as the “Thirteen Original Movements
of Tai Chi” (taiji shi-san-shi Y*g•SAN	R¿). In this section, tai chi bang focuses on four of them: ward-off, roll-
back, press, and push (peng, lu, ji an c¤cKc$c	).Section II works on waist turning and torso coiling
energy, joint flexibility, spiral movements of the arms, and strength, as well as developing eagle
claw power, joint locking (qin-na dÒbÿ) skills, and even the counter-joint lock (fan qin-na SÍdÒbÿ). It is the
meta-skill for all kinds of martial arts practitioners. The stick holding method is changed from
Section I, from between your palms, to grip at both ends. In this way, the stick is twisted and
rotated between your palms to develop your fingers’ sensitivity and strength. The good thing is
you are developing the skill without even being aware of it. This section is mainly based on
Chen style tai chi silk reeling spiral and coiling energy training (chan-si-jin • N�R²). It stretches the
tendons on your fingers, wrists, elbows, shoulders, and strengthens muscles on arms and
back. It will also help relieve arthritic finger pain and prevent carpal tunnel syndrome, a
common problem for computer users and musicians.This is the core section. Body flexibility is
so important for people over middle age. When examining the movement of young children, we
see that their movements of arms and legs often originate from their torso. Their movements
are relaxed and without tension. As you grow older your movements tend to concentrate in
your arms and legs, and less on your torso. Tension and stiffness start to creep into your body.



Gradually, you lose touch with your torso, and stagnation in the torso sets in. This practice is a
means to return you to your childhood’s body condition. Furthermore, the turning and twisting
movements on your waist can stimulate and invigorate the inner organs, and the circulation
system inside your body.Section II also trains your two hand’s yin/yang harmony. Most of the
time one hand holds the stick solidly and strongly, coordinated with the other hand holding the
stick loosely. The hands take turns. Another important practice concept in this section is tai
chi’s soft approach to handle strong power. The stick is stiff and hard, your hands need to
sense the hardness and redirect it with adhering energy, turn the force around before you
regain control of it. This is an essential philosophy of tai chi , and it can be applied to your daily
life. When you encounter a situation involving a person who is too rough or harsh on you, it is
not good for you to use force against force. Instead, you can avoid an argument with a soft
approach, letting his anger release out, and handle the situation with a calm and negotiating
attitude.In addition, this section also covers the rest of the “Eight-energy” methods: pluck, split,
elbow strike and shoulder bump (cai, lie, zhou, kao ‘Çc�€˜—`). At the end of this section, you are well
prepared with the “Thirteen Original Movements of Tai Chi.”Section III is advanced with a major
focus on close combat self-defense application. The stick becomes a baton, applying the
methods of traditional Chinese short weapons, such as short staff’s block and strike (bang-fa hÒlÕ);
broadsword’s chop and cut (dao-fa R�lÕ); straight sword’s thrust and slice (jian-fa RQlÕ). All these self-
defense methods presented here are based on battlefield-proven fighting methods developed
by General Qi Jiguang (b�~çQI), of the late Ming dynasty of China.General Qi Jiguang (1528-1588),
Penglai (in old times called Dengzhou), was an outstanding militarist and national hero. He
inherited the position of Penglai governor and took the responsibility for military affairs. He left
behind his invaluable practical experience in the form of two books: New Book Recording
Effective Techniques (Ji-xiao-xin-shu ~ªeHe°Nf), and Record of Military Training (Lian-bing-shi-ji ~ÃQu[æŠ�).
wrote about strategy, armed and unarmed fighting, and many other aspects of warfare. He
created a training routine of 32 forms selected from what he considered to be the foremost
styles of Chinese kungfu. Historical evidence indicates that General Qi’s army training methods
later contributed greatly to tai chi’s development by Chen Wangting (–Hs‹^÷ 1580-1660), who
combined his previous military experience from General Qi Jiguang’s training method with
meridian theory from the traditional Chinese medicine and taoist self-healing practice.‘Ñž!shzËGolden
Rooster IndependencePart I Tai Chi Bang: Eight-Immortal FluteSection 1Posture 1 Opening
Form •w_�Movement 1
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Enrique Jenkins, “A good update to the Tai Chi Bang routine. I already owned the first edition of
this book and I bought this new edition because the seated routine and the massage routine.,
but there are more that the eye meets in this edition, not only the text and photos were
updated: some of the postures of Eight-immortal flute routine changed and this is confusing at
the first, mainly after practicing for several years the routine, however after some thought I
understood that is part of the natural evolution of the Tai Ji Quan martial art.After try the new
variations I feel this modifications are true enhancements to the routine: they allow experience
more rooting and centering and in others, a better energy flow is the enhancement, please
note these modifications are not big changes in the general postures, rather are subtle
changes in angles, posture facing and alignments, but their implications are important for chi
circulation. So I think only for this modification worth buying the new edition but there is more!
The seated Tai Chi Stick Therapy routine is a welcome addition because is a very handy
exercise for people like me that daily spend many hours in front a computer typing in a
keyboard risking develop carpal tunnel condition. Now, is possible have many of the benefits of
the Tai Ji Bang without go away of the desk taking advantage of rest periods like a meeting
when you don't use the keyboard and webcam is off. One of benefits of this routine is it helps
to move the blood accumulated in the hips because long seated periods helping to heart
healthThe final section is about self-massage using a Bang, this is a very simple and easy
routine but surprising very effective and a novel use of the Bang. IMHO this routine
complements the previous routines and I enjoyed very much, overall because is relaxing and
enhance blood circulation after hours of be seated in front of a desktop.I think this is a very
welcome updated edition for already outstanding book, I would recommend use in conjunction
the new DVD Seated (Wheelchair) Tai Chi Stick Therapy and the former DVDs Tai Chi Bang:
Eight-Immortal Flute & Tai Chi Bang for Self-Massage to reap the most of benefits.In summary
I can't recommend more this new edition, try the refinements included and the seated and
massage routines you will not be disappointed. Five stars is well deserved.”

Grady Gillis, “Improved from the first edition, plus useful new material. This isn't a minor
update. This new version has more clarity in the text and the pictures are better, as well. I
initially hesitated to go with the new version, but the addition of the wheelchair and self-
massage made the difference. I'm not in a wheelchair, but I have knee and foot problems that
make standing exercise a problem sometimes. This new volume will be very useful on those
occasions. If you do not have the original book, this one provides a great way to help maintain
flexibility. If you do have the original, I believe the update is well worth it. Add the companion



video from Dr. Tsao's website.I earned my first black belt in Tae Kwon Do in 1982 at the age of
27.  I only wish I still had the kind of flexibility I had back then.  This is definitely helpful to me.”

Michael Smith, “An excellent resource on many levels for all tai chi enthusiasts!. I was fortunate
enough to learn this routine in person from the author prior to first edition book or DVD were
published and have been pleased to see how popular this routine has become all over the
world over the last decade. More and more instructors are incorporating it into their teaching
curriculums and it has even been offered as a college course. I have noticed slight changes
over the years and it is good to have this resource for those already familiar with the form and
as well as to bring newcomers to this great practice. The beauty of this form is that new
students don't have to worry about where to put their hands as you are focusing on grasping
the "bang" (Chinese term for short stick) so it is very clear where your hands need to be and
how far apart from each other they are. That is the focus of the first section of the form. The
second section of the form is quite innovative and great for flexibility of the wrist and forearms
and improving tendon strength and torso rotation as well introducing some martial arts
concepts. The 3rd section is advanced and deals with combative martial applications of a short
weapon using the tai chi bang. It is effective and a lot of fun. I owned the first edition of the
book and thought it was excellent, but the new photographs and text are much larger and offer
improved clarity making it much easier to read and learn from. Additionally, two new sections
and "mini-routines" have been added which allow individuals who are unable to stand to gain
benefit from a seated position and instruct in the use of the bang as a tool to massage yourself.
Overall, this is an excellent book for tai chi players of all skill levels and is highly recommended
both for new readers and owners of the previous edition.”

Andrew, “Great supplement to the DVD. I have been practicing GM Tsao's Eight Immortal Flute
(Tai Chi Bang) form and teaching it to my students for the past decade. This form is a useful
adjunct to empty-hand form practice and is especially suited to beginning and older students. I
will say that you can't really learn this form from a book, but the book is a great supplement to
the DVD that is available from Taichihealthways.com. It's best to obtain both, and even better if
you can learn the form from one of GM Tsao's certified instructors or while attending one of his
workshops.”

Ozzie, “Excellent update. New things to learn. As owner of the First Edition, I can say this one
have been improved with new issues. The part II Taichi Bang Therapy is an useful tool to be
used in clinics where some of the patients are not able to practice in standing up stance and
they have any pre-med conditions. Finally, The bang self massage give us another bang use,
not to well know nowadaysThe pictures description are close to the picture so it's easy to
following. This is a really gift from Master Jesse Tsao to us. Thank you!”

Serenity, “Another internal arts gem from Master Jesse Tsao. A wonderful update to the
previous 2012 edition. This great resource includes a very useful and interesting introduction to
the Tai Chi Bang, which gives the reader an insight into the deep cultural, historical and
philosophical references used within the form, a very welcome addition to any practical Tai Chi
book which many lack.The form description and photos are so easy to follow, and really guide
the reader. The instructions are clear and concise but afford the necessary detail to engage
properly with the form... leaving no head scratching moments you find yourself having with
other instructional texts. The seated form and the massage are excellent additions to the
previous edition.Highly recommended for those interested in or currently practicing Tai Chi



Bang.”

warren, “More Bang for the Book.. I purchased Tai Chi Bang: Eight-Immortal Flute - 2021
Updatedas I was impressed with Jesse Tsao's other book Practical Tai Chi Training: A 9-Stage
Method for Mastery, which I highly recommend.Although I am not super experienced, I have
seen how tai chi and qigong are multi layered.The tai chi bang book gives practical exercises to
get hands on, it has colour photos and an explanation, but it would really need a dvd purchase
to follow along better.So now I can keep to a short form and some bang excercises and apply
the multi layering that is explained in the practical tai chi training. Instead of trying form after
form and only scratching the surface these books show that there is much to apply to just a
short form..Thanks to Jesse for the insights.”

C. Wight, “Five star bang, bang, bang, bang, bang!. It's not easy to find tuition in the 'bang' and
I find that holding a bang really helps focus my tai chi practice, so this book is a great
resource. Lots of pictures with key points for the movements. Useful also for seated practice. I
like that he's used the traditional names for moves 'repulse monkey' etc as this makes it easier
to cross reference with the tai chi forms I already know.”

Víctor Hernández García, “Excelente para principiantes y experimentados. Está nueva edición
contiene, la forma de Tai Chi Bang, diseñada por el Maestro Jesse Tsao, pero también una
secuencia en postura sentada, muy útil para personas discapacitadas o de la tercera edad, o
simplemente para quienes desean ejercitarse mientras ven televisión o en una pausa en el
trabajo.También trae una secuencia de masaje de los 12 meridianos según la medicina
tradicional china, por lo que, más que una nueva edición, es casi un libro completamente
nuevo.El libro presenta instrucciones claras para aprender y ejecutar las distintas formas, y
también es un excelente complemento para la serie de videos instruccionales de dichas
formas, pues trae información adicional, historia, y fotografías claras de cada postura. Muy
recomendable para principiantes y practicantes experimentados por igual.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent ajout à votre pratique. L'auteur, Jesse Tsao, a créé cette forme
de tai chi qui utilise le bang (bâton). Tous les mouvements sont décrits incluant ceux 20 à 36
qui sont souvent absents des vidéos qu'on retrouve sur le 'Net. Il est plus facile de combiner
ces descriptions avec l'une de ces vidéos pour l'apprentissage, mais l'information est plus
détaillée. Le livre contient aussi des mouvements exécutés en position assise qui sont
pratiques pour les gens à mobilité réduite. Enfin, une section décrit une technique d'auto-
massage à l'aide du bang.La Flûte des Huit Immortels est un excellent ajout à votre pratique
du tai chi ou du qigong.”

The book by Jesse Tsao has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 48 people have provided feedback.

Foreword Acknowledgments An Introduction to Tai Chi Bang: Eight-Immortal Flute Part I Tai
Chi Bang: Eight-Immortal Flute Section 1 Posture 1 Opening Form •w_� Posture 2 Rock the Boat
Left & Right ]æSó…i‚� Posture 3 Fisherman Casting the Net o�Y+d’}² Posture 4 Rainbow Across the Sky
Posture 5 Brush Knee Left and Right d_••b×ke Posture 6 Go with the Flow ˜�l4c¨‚� Posture 7 Place Incense
Upright N�gñ™™ Posture 8 Repulse Monkey P�e�s4 Posture 9 Golden Rooster Stands on One Leg - Right
Left ‘Ñ•ÄshzË Section 2 Posture 10 Strike Gong dž”�_� Posture 11 Dragon’s Tail Stirring Water žÃŸ•N	e*l4
Dragon Displaying Talon —RŸ•s.r* Posture 13 Tiger Pouncing on Prey s�†Nd²˜ß Posture 14 Twist Turn Right
Left ]æSó•IT� Posture 15 Kayaking QkNÙ•Çmw Posture 16 Head-on Cannon uv˜-p® Posture 17 Guarding



Posture 18 Coiling and Spiraling Wrists ‘Ñ}r~••U Posture 19 Play Flute in Horseback Riding Stance WP™¬jk{�
Section 3 Posture 20 Flying Flute/fife ˜Û{�•‰•€ Posture 21 Single Whip U®— Posture 22 Hold the Pagoda
Posture 23 Taming Tiger Right and Left ]æSóbS†N_� Posture 24 Scoop up the Moon from Bottom of the
Sea mw^•dˆg� Posture 25 Flash Arm bG•�€Ì Posture 26 Cutting across White Snake •pe¬v}†Ç Posture 27 Suqin
Sword on the Back †�yæ€ÌR• Posture 28 Ye-cha Searching the Ocean Y�SÉc¢mw Posture 29 Black Bear
Around žÑqŠ•û€Ì Posture 30 Riding on Tiger •è†N_� Posture 31 White Snake Spits out the Tongue v}†ÇT�Oá
Linked Cannon Strikes N	•#p® Posture 33 Parry and Strike Low N•e�vôQe Posture 34 Wind Scatters Plum
Blossom ˜¨bkh…‚± Posture 35 Warrior Pound Mortar ‘ÑR[d�x“ Posture 36 Closing Form e6_� Part II
(wheelchair) Tai Chi Bang Therapy Posture 1 Lotus Flower Hands Posture 2 Flower under the
Leaf Posture 3 Hold up the Sky and Twist Arms Posture 4 Ward-off Left and Right Posture 5
Grasp Bird’s Tail Posture 6 The Pretzel Arm Posture 7 Rainbow in Sky Posture 8 Dragon
Coiling Head Posture 9 Silk Reeling Twist Posture 10 Immortal Points the Way Posture 11
Dragon Twisting Column Posture 12 Qin-na Joint Lock Posture 13 Repulse Monkey Posture 14
Needle Pointing Down Posture 15 Rooster Stands on One Leg Posture 16 Kayaking Part III Tai
Chi Bang for Self-Massage 1 Massage Head 2 Massage Arms 3 Massage Belly 4 Massage
Lower Back 5 Massage Rib Side 6 Massage Leg 7 Massage the Upper Back About Dr. Jesse
Tsao
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